America’s Social Media

UP Investor Information
UncensoredPatriot.com is social media for patriots of America
Denver, CO July 6, 2016 – There is a new major player in social media. Due to the fact the
other social media platforms are censoring patriotic people, businesses and organizations,
Uncensored Patriot (UP) has been created to support and promote and unite patriotic people
under one umbrella.
UP is social media for all people who love, support, and defend traditional America. UP was
created for like-minded people to make new friends, and to discover the facts of what is going
on in life and in America, and to share and express what matters to them. Patriots can preregister free of charge by going to www.UncensoredPatriot.com.
UP provides a platform for people, businesses, nonprofit organizations, groups, organizations
and associations to network and promote what is important you. The only thing that will not be
popular on UP is progressive socialist ideology and propaganda.
“Uncensored Patriot is not all about politics, it is about meeting new friends of any race who are
done with political correctness”. “The goal of Uncensored Patriot is to have a minimum of 4% of
Americans register before the 2016 presidential elections, said Kent Lewiss, CEO of
Uncensored Freedom Inc. “The vast majority of informed people are tired of being told what we
can say and cannot say”, “people are done with being called racist for pointing out factual
information, with that said the founders of UP believe in being respectful and kind to all”.
UP will feature news and trending stories for six different alternative media outlets, including the
Drudge Report, Info Wars, AMTV, Breitbart, and Newsmax.
Patriots can pre-register free of charge by going to www.UncensoredPatriot.com. Beta UP will
be launched mid-July, 2016 in the US only.
Patriots can invest in UP! UP is conducting a Title III Crowdfunding capital raise and can go to
https://ufundingportal.com/view_detail_business_plan.html?bpId=23&from=view_invest_opp for
more information. Investors must first register at the UFundingPartal.com to invest.
###
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